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 Paying
more than
lip service
to security

Editorial

Welcome to another year and
another edition of Secure.
And what a year it looks set
to be! Continuing on from
the success of the ePassport
and national ID developments
that dominated our industry
last year, secure technologies
look set to make huge waves
in other application markets.
And it’s not before time.
Citizens want to change the
way they shop – but they
need to be able to trust the
various channels available
for buying and selling goods.
Our industry can address
many of these concerns and
organizations are making the
investments needed to ensure
greater security. Of course,
the eGovernment market will
continue to grow strongly,
but the eyes of the world will
also be on the payments and
retail sectors as they fight the
fraudsters that threaten their
industries.
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 In this edition of Secure, we focus on

range of products online because

some of the technologies that will play

they don’t have the space restrictions

a part in changing the way we organize

that come with displaying them in a

and live our lives. They are technologies

traditional shop. But to sell their

that have been tried and tested and

products conveniently and cost-effec-

are now ready to roll, thanks to some

tively online, businesses do need

strong market drivers such as falling

secure channels.

costs and the willingness of consumers
to try something new. The pattern of

According

people’s lives is changing and consum-

association, APACS, nearly 15 million

ers increasingly want to be part of the

people in the UK alone now use the

‘always on’ society. People are cash

Internet to access their bank accounts

rich and time poor, so they want the

and millions more regularly shop

greatest possible convenience when

online. Its figures also show that seven

making transactions – whether they

out of ten Internet users have actually

are buying a newspaper in a metro

bought online. And, while consumers

station or a state-of-the-art home

are embracing eChannels, businesses

entertainment system in an electrical

are also increasingly dependant on the

store. Card technology plays a pivotal

benefits of the online world for secure

role here, with traditional credit and

B2B and B2C transactions.

to

the

UK’s

payments

debit cards being used alongside



some of the newer innovations, such

However, although there are sound

as gift cards, contactless cards and

reasons for greater use of online

multi-application travel cards. And

channels, frequent media reports about

it’s not only the method of payment

phishing are making certain consumer

that’s changing: retailers and banks

groups wary of Internet-based trans-

are offering more channels to enable

actions. And the statistics do nothing

consumers to conduct a transaction at

to instil confidence in the less cautious

any time of the day. A further advantage

consumers either: According to the

is that businesses can provide a broader

global Anti-Phishing Working Group,

Editorial

the number of unique phishing reports

be made more secure without reducing

received in November 2006 was 25,816,

convenience. Taking the payments

compared with 16,882 for the same

theme another step forward, Jason

month in 2005. And the number of

Crowe of Keycorp (page 36) examines

new phishing sites reached a massive

how true two-factor authentication can

37,439 in November 2006, compared

boost online security. On page 90, Dr.

with only 4,630 for November 2005.

Steffen Frischt of Giesecke & Devrient
looks at how IT security should

Retailers and banks, aware of the

be applied to meet the needs of the

damage that such attacks can do to

business community.

their brand and their business case, are
fighting back. And our technologies

Taking the debate into the wider

are at the vanguard of this fight with

security world, Frédéric Trojani of

a range of solutions that can better

Gemalto examines how Belgium’s eID

protect both identities and credentials

project has enabled the authorities

from remote and physical attacks.

to offer a better public service while
reducing the costs of administration

In this edition, some of the indus-

(page 66). And with the growth in

try’s leading thinkers highlight the

ePayment and eGovernment services,

importance of secure transactions,

Yossi Fixman of SCSquare (page 62)

and show possible solutions to the

looks at how our lives are changing –

problems of insecure Internet traffic.

from booking plane tickets and access-

On page 24, Calum Bunney of IBAC

ing information to carrying out trans-

provides a thoughtful insight into

actions with people all over the world.

how Digital Rights Management will
change our ideas of what constitutes ‘a

We have a busy year ahead and we

secure transaction’. On page 42, Marcel

are poised for action on all fronts. The

Hametner of Prism – a subsidiary

world is going through a transactions

of NET1 U.E.P.F. Technologies Inc.

revolution – and the success of that

considers how payment systems can

revolution is down to us!

Paying more than lip service to security
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 Introducing The
SILICON TRUST
the industry’s benchmark silicon based
security partner program
WHAT IS THE SILICON TRUST?
As a non-profit, membership organiza-

solutions. Members of the Silicon Trust

tion, the Silicon Trust’s mission is;

come from all industry sectors along

“To stimulate the understanding,

with the technology and solution pro-

adoption, use and widespread

viders that service these sectors.

acceptance for silicon-based security
solutions in a variety of applica-

SOME OF THE BENEFITS OF

tions through the development of

MEMBERSHIP IN THE SILICON

marketing and education programs,

TRUST INCLUDE

market research, advocacy programs and industry relations and

Visibility backed by credibility –

by bringing together, in an open

active participation puts your company

environment, leading users and

in the forefront of leaders in the

technologists from the public and

industry and government through

private sectors to create dialogue

trade and business media contacts,

and discussion with industry and

meetings, conferences and the media’s

government decision makers.”

interest in the Silicon Trust organ
ization and events. Be featured on the

The Silicon Trust aims to do this by

Silicon Trust website, get involved

bringing together users and technology

in the Silicon Trust videos and help

providers in an open forum to address

create the organization’s voice. Use the

opportunities and challenges for the

organization’s magazine – SECURE

security industry. This makes the

– to get your company’s message (and

Silicon Trust a unique place where

advertizing) across.

members can meet to exchange ideas,

10

discuss common issues and work

Prepare and educate industry infra

together to develop and expand the use

structure and end customers for

of all types of silicon-based security

effective security implementation –

Partner Relationship Programs

Introducing The SILICON TRUST

stimulate and plan changes in multiple

Advance knowledge of upcoming

levels of the value and service chain for

technology – getting information from

security issues and prepare industry

a variety of sources and acting on it

and governments for doing business

before many “outsiders” even know it

based on the idea of effective levels

is happening.

of security.
Innovation – work with other memNetworking

–

establish

valuable

bers in your industry to explore new

contacts that can help your organ

ways of approaching common busi-

ization improve and grow, using the

ness goals.

Silicon Trust’s meetings, lobbying,
dinners

and

events

to

maximize

business opportunities.

Choose your level of involvement – be
it Associate, Partner or even a move
onto the Executive Council, the Silicon

Influence on policy makers, media,

Trust can offer a membership level

analysts and other players – as an

to suit you. With regular meetings

organization the Silicon Trust provides

and an ability to steer the course of

a unified, credible voice that no single

the Program, there is no excuse not

member can achieve alone. The Program

to be part of the industry’s bench-

also allows access to decision makers,

mark silicon-based security alliance

politicians and media influencers.

Program.

For more information visit www.silicon-trust.com
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Secure Application Reviews

SILICON TRUST ACTIVITIES

The Secure Application Reviews are
The Silicon Trust Web Site

an in-depth look at some of the major

The Silicon Trust website includes the

security topics and applications of the

following features:

day. The reviews themselves also con-

• Technology Spotlights on current

tain mini-case studies and successful
case histories from members of the

themes
• Security Challenges – executive
summaries on security issues

Silicon Trust as they pertain to the
topic under discussion.

• Security Solutions available from
Security Solutions Forum

members
• New Products and up-to-the-minute

The Forums have covered such topics

press information from companies

as identification and contactless tech-

within the organization

nology, biometrics, smart card imple-

• Technology Basics for newcomers

mentations and costs associated with
these implementations. The Forum

to the security field

explores the value chain involved in
Secure Magazine

the delivery of a complete security

The SECURE magazine is the flag-

solution, using actual business cases

ship of The Silicon Trust Program.

supplied by both Infineon and the

Published twice a year this ‘notebook’

members. It is hoped that this creates

sized magazine allows partners to

the impetus needed to support key

promote both their products and

applications, as well as opening up

applications, as well as taking an

new markets.

in-depth

12

look

at

market

sectors

currently utilizing security products,

Over the past few years, this event has

interviews with industry movers

attracted speakers from such compa-

and shakers, future market trends and

nies as Microsoft, MasterCard, Palm,

technology updates.

Sun and Intel.

Partner Relationship Programs

Introducing The SILICON TRUST

The Forum will be preceded by a

opportunity to travel to the European

Partner Only Day, where members

Parliament in Brussels to attend a lob-

are invited to both Technical and

bying event organized by Infineon

Marketing workshops, focusing on

Technologies and the Silicon Trust. A

product / technology roadmaps and

one-day event, including presentations

Press / Marketing Communication

made by the members to Members of

training.

the European Commission and a networking lunch, enables members to talk

Behind-The-Scenes Members Day

to Commissioners on a one-to-one basis.

In order to give members (and potential members) the opportunity to learn

Silicon Trust Partner Booths and

more about the Silicon Trust Program

Networking Events

and how it could strengthen the

Depending on the output of the

relationship between semiconductor

Executive Council, the Silicon Trust is

manufacturers and their company;

also looking to host member booths

there is an opportunity to meet key

and member networking events at

Management, review potential future

some of the main security-orientated

strategies and ask questions. After

shows, as well as large exhibitions

these meetings, there is a tour of man-

such as Cartes and CeBIT. Members

ufacturing facilities, to see first hand

will have the opportunity to rent booth

how chip cards and security products

space on the Silicon Trust booth,

are made.

thus ensuring their attendance at the
show at a greatly reduced cost. At

Lobbying Event At European

the networking events, members will

Parliament In Brussels

have the chance to meet and network

One event that is always well attended

amongst companies taking part in the

is the bi-annual lobbying event. Here,

Program.



members in the Program have the

For more information visit www.silicon-trust.com
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 Join the Silicon Trust

INCLUDED IN FEE:

How would you like to be involved

•	Web: Logo and company description.

in the Program to create maximum

•	Monthly Program update:

benefit return for your company?

eNewsletter format.

Find out by learning about the

•	SECURE magazine: FREE COPIES.

three distinct membership levels

Included in “Welcome to the Trust”

– Associate, Partner and Executive –

when new, but not allowed

each come with their own level of

to submit editorial content.

involvement,

entitlements

and

privileges.

•	Whitepaper: FREE COPIES.
•	Behind the Scenes Tour:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.

LEVEL III - ASSOCIATE

•	Forum: FREE OF CHARGE

ANNUAL FEE – € 3.000

attendance (no speaking slots).

Associate membership is for those companies that are interested in staying
abreast

of

silicon-based

security

developments, but do not have the
need to influence any standards or
technology creation process.

•	Marketing Update Day:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
•	Infineon Product Training:
10% discount.
•	Networking Dinners:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
•	Lobbying:

This level of membership is defined

FREE OF CHARGE attendance.

as Associate. Each Associate member
shall be entitled to send representatives

SEPARATE PAYMENTS AT COST:

to the Silicon Trust all-member meetings
and receive correspondence related to

•	Advertizing in SECURE.

Silicon Trust activities. As a lower priced

•	Exhibiting at Security Solutions

membership, the Associate is not eligi-

Forum.

ble for any of the working groups on the

•	Exhibiting at Lobbying Event.

Executive Board or Advisory Council, may

•	Participation in booth space on

only participate in the activities outlined

Silicon Trust Booths.

below and have no voting privileges.
An unlimited number of companies may
be admitted to the Associate level.
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LEVEL II – PARTNER

•	SECURE magazine:

ANNUAL FEE – € 5.500

FREE COPIES.

Partner membership status is designed

- Members are allowed to submit

for those companies that wish to

editorial content and/or one advert

provide input and have influence on

FREE OF CHARGE

the Program and wish to participate in

in a twelve-month period.

the Program’s activities and marketing

•	Whitepaper: FREE COPIES and

and promotional opportunities.

allowed to submit opinion boxes.
•	Behind the Scenes Tour:

This level of membership is defined as
Partner. Each Partner member shall

FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
•	Forum:

be entitled to send representatives to

FREE OF CHARGE attendance.

the Silicon Trust all-member meetings

- Members are allowed speaking

and receive correspondence related

slots and can exhibit FREE OF

to Silicon Trust activities. Partners

CHARGE.

are not eligible for any of the working
groups on the Executive Board or
Advisory Council and have no voting
privileges. An unlimited number of
companies may be admitted to the
Partner level.

•	Marketing Update Day:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
•	Infineon Product Training:
10% discount.
•	Networking Dinners:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
•	Lobbying:

INCLUDED IN FEE:

FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
- Members are allowed speaking

•	Web: Logo and company
description.

slots and can
exhibit FREE OF CHARGE.

•	Publication of press releases
on the website.

SEPARATE PAYMENTS AT COST:

•	Publication of product/application
features on the website.
•	Potential promotion in bi-monthly

•	Participation in booth space on
Silicon Trust Booths.



SECURE on-line newsletter.
•	Monthly Program update:
eNewsletter format.

For more information visit www.silicon-trust.com
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INCLUDED IN FEE:

 LEVEL I – EXECUTIVE
ANNUAL FEE – € 12.000

•	Web: Logo and company description.
- Interviews and video.

Executive

membership

status

is

designed for those companies that
want to take an active role in the leader
ship and development of the Program.
This

level

provides

the

greatest

amount for input and influence.

- P ublication of press releases on
the website.
- P ublication of product/application
features on the website.
•	Potential promotion in bi-monthly
SECURE on-line newsletter.
•	Monthly Program update:

This level of membership is defined as
Executive. Executive members are permitted to nominate a representative or

eNewsletter format.
•	SECURE magazine: FREE COPIES.
- Exec Committee is allowed

industry individual to the Advisory

to submit editorial content and/or

Council. Additionally, Executive mem-

advert.

bers have voting privileges and sit on
the Program’s Executive Council, may
attend Executive Council meetings,

- A llowed decision on issues and
topics covered.
•	Whitepaper: FREE COPIES and

and identify one voting representative

allowed to submit opinion boxes.

per working group. A limited number

- A llowed decision on message,

of companies only will be admitted to
the Executive member level.

issues and topics covered.
•	Behind the Scenes Tour: FREE OF
CHARGE attendance.
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•	Forum:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
ANNUAL FEE – FREE OF CHARGE

- Executive Committee members
are allowed speaking slots and

Membership in the Silicon Trust for

can exhibit FREE OF CHARGE.

non-profit organization membership is

- A llowed decision on issues and

reserved for those organizations that

topics covered.
•	Marketing Update Day:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
•	Infineon Product Training:

operate in the public sector such as
governments and educational institutions and that are subject to greater
financial constraints.

10% discount.
•	Networking Dinners:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.
•	Lobbying:

Non-profit organization members share
the same privileges as Associates
(Level III). It is up to the Executive

FREE OF CHARGE attendance.

Council members to vote if they wish to

- Executive Committee members

extend Partner-level privileges (Level II)

are allowed speaking slots and

to certain non-profit organizations.

can exhibit FREE OF CHARGE.

However,

- A llowed decision on issues and
topics covered and audience.

those

non-profit

organ

izations that have the interest and
ability to join at the Executive member

•	ID World: FREE booth space.

level are entitled to do so and take

•	Executive Committee Meetings:

advantage of the expanded entitle-

- Nominated people for both

ments of that level.

Technical and Marketing Working
Groups.
- F ull voting privileges.
•	Advisory Council Meetings:
FREE OF CHARGE attendance.

SEPARATE PAYMENTS AT COST:
•	Participation in booth space on
Silicon Trust Booths
(except for ID World).

To apply for membership to the Silicon Trust,
please email:
operations.secretariat@silicon-trust.com

For more information visit www.silicon-trust.com
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 Driving the
Industry Through Trusted
Relationships
By Dr. Manfred Müller, Vice President Marketing, SCM Microsystems GmbH

Every company not only wishes to sell its products or services,
but also wants to make a positive impact on the industry
in which it operates, but this requires more than just great
solutions and slick marketing campaigns.

18
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SCM Microsystems GmbH

Companies must learn to think of

standing amongst peers, access to

themselves as part of a larger community,

key individuals at other influential

in which they have both the opportunity

organizations, plus strategic exposure

and responsibility to define the debate,

to the industry, helping to ensure that

identify problems and work towards

products and services are on target

solutions. SCM Microsystems has,

or are ahead of the ever-evolving

over the past fifteen years, helped to

marketplace. Since its formation in 1990,

shape the smart card security industry

SCM Microsystems has recognized

by participating in the development of

the importance of standards and, as 

technology standards and through the
development of mutually beneficial
relationships.

Whether you’re breaking all the rules
with a completely innovative approach or
working hard to comply with established
industry standards and practices – in
the end, standards are there to ensure
that your product works with everything
else it needs to and that the customer
knows exactly what they are getting.
Overall, Industry standards provide
a reference framework to facilitate
the trade and transfer of technology
between both markets and regions.
Most importantly, they are critical to
ensure the quality, efficiency, reliability
and interoperability of both products
and services.

Many technology based companies
benefit from active participation in
standards organizations or industry
bodies. Advantages include: a greater

Driving the Industry Through Trusted Relationships
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 an early developer of removable security

with organizations such as FINREAD,

devices for government computers, SCM

TeleTrusT, Smart Card Alliance and

became one of the first members of the

the Silicon Trust.

PCMCIA. SCM’s continued commit-

20

ment within the organization, which

The development of relationships has

involved SCM’s founder and CEO

also been used as a way to impact

Robert Schneider taking the role of

development and growth within an

European Chairman from 1992 to

industry. Companies that choose to

1995, has given the company more

work alone may not have the scale

credibility within the industry than

of resources to effectively engage

it may have received on its own as a

customers – particularly in emerging

young, small firm. The involvement

markets where the nature of problems

has allowed SCM to better exploit its

and

opportunities, gain entry to new market

However, established providers may

segments and develop relationships with

lack the innovative products or services

partners and customers. SCM continues

that emerging markets require. It is in

its involvement by helping to create

cases like this where working together

standards for the emerging smart

in a complementary partnership can

card security industry and working

provide a better solution for customers

Partner Relationship Programs

their

solutions

remain

SCM Microsystems GmbH

fluid.

as well as helping to drive market

networks. SCM, since its inception,

growth and of course, spur competition.

has approached the U.S. government
market by forging and leveraging

One area where relationships are

strong relationships with key govern-

becoming increasingly critical is the

ment systems integrators. Through

U.S. government, where overarching

these partners, SCM has sold several

programs often drive purchasing. For

million smart card readers to various

example, the “Policy for a Common

agencies under the Common Access

Identification Standard for Federal

Card program.

Employees and Contractors” (HSPD-12)
commits all federal employees and

For each and every company, the

contractors to carry a secure identifica-

strategies and techniques to impact

tion credential for physical and logical

or shape its industry will be different;

access to federal buildings. Similarly,

but however managed, the best results

the secure network directive of the

are accomplished over time, through

Department of Defence, under which

long-term commitment to participate

10 million Common Access Cards have

in the greater community of partners,

been

military

customers and even competitors, so

personnel and contractors, aims to

that the industry may thrive and grow,

provide secure access to PCs and

benefiting all who are a part of it.

distributed

to

U.S.
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Z trust is the new currency

Z DRM and the Emerging
Preference for
Hardware Security
By Calum Bunney, Consultant, Int’l Biometric & Authentication Consulting (IBAC) Ltd.

Digital Rights Management (DRM) is a huge topic, so all I can
hope to offer here is a few thoughts. At its simplest, the point
I would like to make is that DRM will inevitably break up our
idea of ‘a secure transaction’. Following on from this, there are
good reasons to suppose that, when the furore about DRM has
died down, the most democratic solution for a mutually
satisfactory secure transaction could be a hardware standard
that supports the many types of appliances involved in the
networking and management of digital content.
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Our routine idea of a secure transaction

thought into different corners: most

is a private payment arrangement

people approve in principle of the need

where no third, unwelcome party, can

to protect digital rights because they

break in. Our future idea of a secure

accept two key premises, 1] that the

digital transaction, will have to include,

author of a piece of work should be

in a readily understandable form, the

protected from exploitation and, 2] that

idea of a transaction that we cannot

a viable market should exist for mutually

break out of, and that this inability to

beneficial and (we might add) secure

break out will be defined in practice,

transactions between seller and user.

and for the sake of convenience, by

Such a viable market would need to

technological boundaries.

include sensible pricing of goods and
services based on the protected lifetime

Whether we are buying disk copy or

of use for the content; rented content is

downloaded movies, music, or computer

only cheaper because it is rented and

games, there is an exploding market

not owned, but once it is copied (illegally)

for transactions where the security of

then it becomes owned at a fraction of

the finite, purchasing transaction will

the advertised ownership price. This

become inseparable from the techno

looks like a credible future aim for a mar-

logical longevity of the product. Some

ket that is substantially (but not exclu-

times this seems like two separate,

sively) consumer oriented, but there

securable transactions; ‘paying’ and

are clear concerns about the ethics and

‘using under contract’. The first of

control of the market that many feel are

these is easy to understand, even if it

far from solved. Long established ideas

can be hard to secure; but the second,

of ‘fair use’ penetrate far into the debate.

of some ongoing contract, has undergone widespread testing in both techno

If the viable market value of digital

logical and legal forums for the last five

content is under attack from digital

years. Anyone who has followed the

copying in its different forms, then much

story of the PirateBay bit torrent tracker

of this resistance is designed tactically

will be familiar with the enforcement

to stand up for some principles of

issues surrounding digital content.

use, following payment, that are felt
to be under threat. In particular the

At this level DRM has become stuck in

principle that, once paid for, content

a public political exercise that pushes

can be copied for personal use on any 

DRM and the Emerging Preference for Hardware Security
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 number of players. Another concern

of this possible by devolving the trust

is that content formats and their delivery

in the transaction to the client and

channels should be for open use; and

intermediary platforms. With this

this must necessarily apply to the appli-

networked, devolved trust apparatus

ance hardware too. A senior advisor to

progressively in place we are already

Norway’s Consumer Council, an organ

seeing ‘secure transactions’ being

ization highly critical of all proprietary

redefined as ‘transactions in a wider

approaches, recently said that “The

trusted environment’. It’s a mouthful,

digitalization of culture and other

but it reflects the wider scope of what

consumer products is simply too

it means to business at least, to be able

important to be dictated by the industry.”

to justify how it develops and delivers
product over its lifecycle.

This is the point where the story

26

becomes more complex because of

So, we already have a route established

the technology. Ideas of ‘fair use’ have

between the familiar and the new,

already been eroded as a result of our

enabled mainly by the ubiquity and

widespread personal use of technology.

convenience of on-line computing.

Let’s leave aside whether any of us

A contrasting approach is that of the

actually read the conditions of use

computer gaming industry. While games

on computer software that we use. It

played on standard computers are

quickly becomes clear that we no more

vulnerable to copying then so are those

‘own’ that software than we own the

being played on dedicated appliances –

recipe for CocaCola™ when we buy a

such as Sony, Nintendo, and Microsoft

bottle. What we have of course is a con-

products – and the presence of such

tract for use that is becoming increas-

proprietary equipment does not offset

ingly well enforced by the technology,

the apparently greater losses to piracy

i.e. the supplier side. It is usually

than in other digital content areas. In

possible for a purchaser to transfer

2002 the games industry was sustaining

software between machines but not to

the

replicate it across machines: one is a

from piracy of all the digital content

right, the other a wrong. Now the usual

businesses. The hardware may be

on-line

activation

proprietary but this in itself is not

keys and the introduction of hardware

enough when the value of the items

solutions like TPM make enforcement

is high.

management
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proportional

losses

So far the proprietary link between hard-

value is in underwriting the value of

ware and content is best established

buying and retaining Apple hardware.

by the Apple iPod™ player and iTunes™

The learning curve has been a steep

service. Much has changed since iPod

one: while the original expectation

came on the scene, but in its first year

might have been that Apple could

the iPod showed poor sales that would

profit from the entire trusted ‘pay &

fail to explain its present seventy

play’ environment, it has set itself up

percent grip on the portable music

as a target for those who also think

player market; that was until the iTunes

they should have a share of the new

service was launched, bringing with it

digital content age. While the major

the delivery of content from Sony artists

record

and protected by Apple’s FairPlay™

companies generally) will not sell

proprietary digital rights management

on-line without some form of DRM –

system. This content plays only on Apple

Sony also applies its own to its

hardware and the current analysts’

Walkman™ branded mobile phones –

view is that Apple’s highly popular

then unilateral arrangements are likely

iTunes service is not itself very profit-

to persist. Microsoft joined the fray

able, given its liability for licence fees

late in 2006 with its Zune™ player.

on the content it delivers. Its main

Similar to Apple, Microsoft uses DRM 

labels

(and

DRM and the Emerging Preference for Hardware Security
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 to distinguish between content that

allowing for interoperability between

is taken ‘on approval’ and that which is

the two. The user advantage was

fully paid for.

simply that the mobile platform could
benefit from files supplied directly

The symmetry of the proprietary content-

from Nokia’s music service, or from a PC

to-hardware relationship is not always

interfaced service using Windows

apparent. More of us have mobile phones

Media. Market segment interoperability

than have personal computers, and the

makes its first appearance.

mobile operator industry argues that

28

most of us are openly accepting of the

So are we set for an epic period of

strong ties between handsets and ser-

hacking wars? With the scope of trust

vice provision. Handsets also include

widening to different devices then

SIM cards or subscriber modules that,

vulnerabilities might be selective,

like the bank cards in our wallets,

but we can also expect that some

remain the property of the issuer. While

platforms will have less hack appeal,

the tie-in may remain true, it has still

in particular those with valuable

to be seen how operators – for the most

warranties at stake. Hackers will

part bandwidth providers – might align

not go away but they might be kept

themselves with digital content. They

to reasonable levels if the wider

might be happy to take a share in the

platform operability for OS and secure

secure billing part of the transaction,

management of applications comes to

and to stand back from the wider

an accommodation with the widest

trusted element. This leaves open,

combination of consumer preferences;

once again the relationship between

OS choice, player product choice,

the hardware appliances (in this case

and content service provider choices.

the increasingly smart phones) and

With this openness then much of the

the sources of content. The potential

hostility will disappear and more

to adopt a standard at this level was

content should flow. For now we have

seen by the Open Mobile Alliance

a shift in power from the content

(OMA), ready to support trust in

providers who are undecided and

downloading and copy protection. In

ill-equipped for wider trust provision,

2005 Nokia, a member of OMA also

to the device manufacturers who are

developed a bridge from the OMA DRM

setting the pace and establishing the

to the Microsoft Windows Media DRM,

industry relationships.
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The integration of biometric features into the German electronic

passport since the end of 2005 was a decisive step towards greater identity

authentication, verification and identification of your personal data. On
top of that, we also offer tailor-made integration and support services.

security in international border traffic. From 2007 onwards, there’s even
greater protection of your unique identity, as fingerprint data will also be

Your identity is unique. And with our innovative strength and experience

included in the document. Keeping your identity unique is important to us,

as one of the world‘s leading companies in developing and implementing

too. That’s why we offer secure ID systems that warrant perfect and secure

secure ID systems and solutions – so are we! 

 HOW TRUSTED PLATFORMS
BENEFIT ENTERPRISE
ENVIRONMENTS
By Thomas Rosteck, Vice President ADS Security Solutions, Infineon Technologies AG

Trusted PC platforms are finding their way into our IT world.
Their mission is to provide a higher level of security to the end
users against a growing number of attacks. Their scope is the
PC today, but will evolve to servers, PDAs, phones and other
devices in the future. Their tool is a hardware rooted trust
model provided by the Trusted Platform Module (TPM), which
is resistant against a variety of software and hardware attacks.
Their advantage is a higher security level, which is especially
beneficial for enterprise environments.
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Every year the number of attacks on
computer systems is increasing. New
technologies allow users to be “always
on”, which obviously means that they
are also “always attackable”, especially as viruses and other malware
are executed on the same CPU. There
have been many attempts to improve
security purely using software, but it
seems that for critical secrets it is necessary to protect them with special
hardware - separated from the standard PC chipset.

In addition to these logical attacks,
the number of lost or stolen hardware
has also increased. The main problem
with these missing PCs, PDAs and
mobile phones is not in fact the value
of the hardware itself, but the loss of
the confidential data stored on these
machines.
The Trusted Computing Group
If you look further into enterprise

(TCG)

environments, some of the additional

Understanding the above problems,

major security problems are:

some major industry players joined

•	Authentication of the platforms that

forces in 2003 and formed the Trusted

connect to the company network

Computing Group. The current pro-

(Do I know this platform?);

moters of the TCG are AMD, Hewlett-

•	Integrity of the platforms (Has the

Packard, IBM, Infineon, Intel, Lenovo,

platform configuration changed?);

Microsoft, and Sun. The target of the

•	Storing important secrets
(Are my secrets safe?).

TCG is to provide hardware based
platform security.

HOW TRUSTED PLATFORMS BENEFIT ENTERPRISE ENVIRONMENTS
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 Recently the TCG has published the

the TPM significantly increases the

latest specifications to secure the PC,

resistance and security level of such a

with multiple working groups inside

platform

the TCG working on specifications

virtually impervious to attack), it must

for additional platforms like mobile

be taken into account that even a

phones, storage devices and servers.

TC platform cannot provide 100%

(TPM-protected

data

is

security. Still, it makes an attack much
The principle idea is to define a hardware

more complicated.

root-of-trust for each platform. Based on
this secure hardware, trust can move

The Root of Trust:

up the chain to the platform itself and

Trusted Platform Module

even further, through to the network.

In accordance with the TCG architecture,

Of course, this is an effort that goes

the TPM provides the security functions

beyond the boundaries of the TCG itself,

requiring particular protection and

as operating systems, applications,

which are therefore also implemented

networks, and many other components

in a secure hardware environment.

of our infrastructure need to be
involved in order to better secure the

However, the TPM can make the access

environment. But the specifications by

to particular data (such as key material)

TCG are setting a necessary basis.

dependent on the presentation of
appropriate authentication patterns.

The TCG Standard initially provides
authentication and accreditation of the

The main security functions handled

platform, not of the user. The standard

by the TPM are:

additionally permits secure storage of

• Protection of key material;

critical secrets, such as keys of either

•	System authentication of the

the user or the platform.

platform;
•	Communication of the system’s

32

Inserting a secure and certified TPM

security status (attestation);

(for example into the PC platform) with

•	Random number generation;

standard PC components, does not,

• File sealing;

however, prevent intelligent attacks

•	Secure saving of configuration

with hardware de-bugging and analysis

changes in the Platform

tools to the platform itself. Although

Configuration Registers (PCR).

Cause & Effect
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•	Inexpensive implementation in
order to allow widespread use;
•	Compliance with global export control regulations, in order to allow
international trade with TC platforms (PCs);
•	And most importantly, an implementation which supports protection of the private sphere and selfdetermination of the user’s data.

The Trust Chain
One of the interesting challenges
for TCG standards is remote access how can you trust a TPM if you communicate remotely and how do you
even know that it is a TPM? This is
an important issue, not only within
an enterprise, but also for the relationship of an enterprise with the external
world.

TCG has basically defined one (and
only one) way that a TPM can prove that
it is a TPM: the so-called Endorsement
Key (EK) and the related Endorsement
Key Credential. This EK Credential is
the digital signature of the TPM manuIn addition, the TCG has also placed

facturer stating that you are communi-

emphasis on some general, but equally

cating with valid hardware TPM, built

important characteristics:

according to TCG standards.

•	Protection against attacks on the
integrity of the TPM- particularly

As the EK Certificate is the root of the

against physical attacks;

certificate chain, obviously the signature 

HOW TRUSTED PLATFORMS BENEFIT ENTERPRISE ENVIRONMENTS
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 of the TPM manufacturer must be

•	The Platform Certificate is brought

trusted, and this will be affected by

in by the motherboard/PC manufac-

the

turer and confirms that a valid TPM

trustworthiness,

security

and

quality processes of this company.

has been mounted in a correct
platform;

However, the TCG specifications do

•	The Conformance Certificate is

not solely rely on the manufacturer. It is

issued by a test laboratory and

mandatory for the security of the TPM

confirms that the security functions

to be evaluated by an independent

of the TPM and motherboard have

third party. As well as the security

been positively checked and are

of the TPM itself, they review both

compliant with the protection

the way it is manufactured and the

profile of the TCG.

way the Endorsement Key is created
and signed. Following the Common

Companies and test laboratories put

Criteria

the

their reputation on the line to confirm

result of such an evaluation would be

that the trusted environment works as

certified by a trusted party, usually a

it should.

Evaluation

Scheme

governmental agency.
Applications and Functionalities

34

Trusted Computing acknowledges the

The TCG provides a whole range of

following Certificates:

advantages for applications that need

•	The Endorsement Certificate con-

security functionality. Offering the

firms that the TPM originates from

security API (Application Programming

a trusted manufacturer;

Interface) of the TSS, as well as providing
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MS-CAPI and PKCS#11, the system

platform used can be identified. The

supports existing applications such as

network can check, for example:

Microsoft Outlook , Microsoft Internet

• Is it the right user?

Explorer , Netscape , RSA SecurID ,

• Is it a company notebook?

as well as the products of Entrust and

• Is the PC in a trusted state?

®

®

®

®

®

Checkpoint . This will benefit fire®

walls, PKI Infrastructures, file & folder

This information gives system admin-

encryption, DRM, E-mail systems,

istrators a higher flexibility concerning

secure communication, virtual private

respective policies. For example, if all

networks, certification authorities and

checks are positive, the security policy

authentication services.

could permit unrestricted access. If
it is the correct user but an unknown

Enterprise Environments

PC, operation with restricted rights

With TCG technology, system admini

(e.g. for file access) could be permitted.

strators have a new set of capabilities

In big corporations the trust model is

available. The domain can be managed

especially important. Can you trust

with more reliable functionality. Plat

all hotline members (especially when

forms can be authorized to participate

outsourced) concerning user secrets?

in the network depending on their

Or would it be more advisable to allow

security state and can even be aban-

them to perform necessary support

doned from the company network if

(backup, password reset etc.) without

their configuration has changed or if

giving them access to the user secrets

the platform itself was lost or stolen.

at the same time?

Management functions like roaming
and key migration are, for the first time,

A trusted management solution has to

enabling the secure transportation of

address the above issues and implement

secrets from one secure container (TPM)

trust models that differentiate between

on one platform to the same secure

the relevant security roles.

environment on another platform.
Overall, Trusted Platforms and the
Through the use of known remote access

associated solutions will give enterprise

server procedures, not only the users’

environments more flexibility, better

authentications (name, password,

manageability – and all this at a much

smart card, biometrics) but also the

higher security level.

HOW TRUSTED PLATFORMS BENEFIT ENTERPRISE ENVIRONMENTS
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 Virtually Secure
Online Security through True
2-Factor Authentication
By Jason Crowe, Sales Support Specialist, Keycorp Limited

The introduction of EMV worldwide has seen a shift in credit
card fraud to the softer targets of Card-Not-Present transactions. New and innovative approaches are taking the security
of smart card technology – already standard in physical
payments, today – and applying them to the virtual world.
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Unfortunately, experience shows that

methods, however, rely on a single factor

this does not automatically translate

of authentication (what you know).

to major reductions in the overall
level of card-associated fraud, as fraud

These methods work reasonably well

sters have moved to take advantage

in ensuring that the card is properly

of other chinks in the armour. In the

authenticated. However, one of the

United Kingdom, the implementation

greatest risks for the card holder is

of EMV, through the Chip and PIN pro-

inadvertently giving away the personal

gram, saw a reduction in counterfeit

details that allow these transactions to

and

lost

and

stolen

fraud

by

£58.4m (down 24% on the previous
year’s figures), but an increase in
Card-Not-Present

(CNP)

fraud

by

£32.4m (up 21%). Over a five year
period, CNP fraud (largely constituted
by online purchases) has increased
its contribution to the UK’s overall
card fraud from 23% to a staggering

Many organizations are
now looking to 2-factor
methods of authentication,
using the physical presence
of the card holder’s smart
card as the second factor for
authentication.

42.5%. However, overall card fraud
levels fell by 13%. The banking industry
in the UK is now looking at ways to

take place. The most common method

leverage its EMV investment to better

of this happening is through the practice

protect card-not-present transactions.

of phishing. This term refers to
the criminal practice of fraudulently

Use of CVV (the 3-digit code on the

acquiring sensitive information by

back of the card) and programs such as

masquerading as a trusted entity.

MasterCard’s SecureCode™ and Visa’s

Typically, this is achieved by luring a

Verified by Visa have helped to slow

person to a web site designed to look

the rate of increase of online fraud.

like that person’s financial institution,

SecureCode and Verified by Visa are

and prompting them to enter their

both based on using the card scheme as

account number, PIN and personal

a trusted intermediary with whom you

details. These details can then be used

register your card details and create,

to either manufacture cloned cards, or

what is effectively, a PIN. All these

to purchase goods online.

®

Virtually Secure
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 Recent releases of internet browsers, such

holder’s smart card as the second factor

as Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 and

for authentication (what you have),

Mozilla Firefox , have attempted to

whether as secure storage for PKI

combat this practice by introducing

certificates, or as means of generating

phishing filters. These filters check

One-Time Passwords (OTP).

®

®

the URL of the web site being visited
against a host-based blacklist of reported

Both

phishing sites. However, this method

developed

does nothing to protect the user

(MasterCard’s

against phishing sites that have yet

Program (CAP), and Visa’s Dynamic

to be reported.

Passcode Authentication (DPA) which

MasterCard
their

and
own

Chip

Visa

have

applications

Authentication

allow cardholders to use their EMV
The use of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

cards to generate a one-time password

is one method which provides a

for online authentication to participating

greater level of assurance that the

sites (usually the cardholder’s issuing

entities involved in a transaction

bank for online banking).

are who they say they are, through
the use of a trusted third party (the

Banrisul, a leading regional financial

Certification Authority) to vet and

and banking institution in Brazil, has

vouch for user identities. Information

recently introduced an EMV debit

contained within the certificates

card, which allows users to perform

used to identify users can also be

transactions on its own debit network

used for encryption.

(called “Banricompras”). The card
incorporates both EMV debit and PKI

However, certificates stored on a

applications developed by Banrisul in

user’s PC are still vulnerable to attack.

conjunction with local smart card

An additional level of security can be

consultancy, SmartCon. The PKI

achieved by providing a secure method

certificates (issued by ICP-Brasil, the

for storing these certificates; smart

national PKI framework in Brazil)

cards provide the ideal medium.

allowed the user to: sign documents,
file and send emails with legal validity
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Many organizations are now looking

in Brazil; sign foreign exchange con-

to 2-factor methods of authentication,

tracts with the Brazilian Central Bank;

using the physical presence of the card

and, access a number of eGovernment
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services, otherwise not accessible via

a card which combines MasterCard’s

the internet.

M/Chip 4 for use at POS outlets and
ATMs, MasterCard’s CAP for online 

Banka Koper, one of the leading
regional banks in Slovenia, provides its
customers with an EMV payment card
that allows them to generate one-time
passwords, using an unconnected

Key to enabling these types of
online security technologies,
in a secure and cost-effective
way are:

reader, for access to their i-Net Banka
online service. When combined with

•	The ability to securely

a connected PCSC reader, the card

operate multiple

uses PKI technology for authentication

applications on the

with i-Net Banka, as well as enabling

smart card;

access to other web services, such as
eTax, and eAdministration.

•	The ability to securely
update applications
and data in a cost-effective

The

Serbian

financial

institution,

manner.

Banca Intesa as Beograd, has issued

Virtually Secure
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 account access via the internet in

Issuers can be given confidence that

unconnected mode (using a one-time

only applications they have approved

password), and Keycorp’s PKI application

are loaded onto their cards.

for connection via the bank’s web portal
in connected mode.

Finally, in order to maintain up to
date software on the card, there must

Combining the ability to perform PKI

be a cost-effective means of loading

operations, or generate one-time pass-

and deleting applications that does

words with EMV payments on a single

not require, or minimizes, expensive

card reduces the overall cost outlay.

hardware security modules. One method

However, Issuers need the assurance

of achieving this is by encrypting the

that including multiple applications on

code and data to be loaded and then

their payment card will not compromise

using the card’s own key to decrypt

security. To achieve this, applications

within the secure boundary of the

should be allocated with, and con-

card. This can free up the issuer to use

strained to, their own fixed memory

public network infrastructure for the

space for both code and data. The only

distribution of software updates and

effective method of policing this is by

new application functionality.

performing runtime security checks,
i.e. when the application on the card is

Increasingly,

selected and invoked.

worldwide are realizing that the levels

financial

institutions

of security now considered the norm for
Also, by specifying the memory allocation

physical payments must be translated

for an application at the time of loading,

to the online world. Technologies such

and fixing it for the life of the application,

as One-Time Passwords and Public

the integrity of the code and data space

Key Infrastructure, combined with

of applications already loaded on the

the secure storage and cryptographic

card can be assured.

capabilities of the smart card world,
provide the means to protect the

By providing a means of authorizing

user, the merchant and the financial

which applications are loaded to

institution

a card (such as through the use of

transactions.

from

fraudulent online

load certificates for each application),
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With 20 years
of experience,
Brightsight is
your globally
recognized
partner in
security approval
of smart cards
and terminals.

Security evaluations of
your product to achieve
Common Criteria
certification or approval
from JCB, MasterCard,
Visa, PCI, APACS,
APCA, Currence, EPCI,
ZKA, and more.

Developer support
for manufacturers and
smart card issuers in
banking, transport,
ID, government and
telecom markets.

Tools to support
your development of
secure smart card
products, including
Side-Channel Analysis,
Java Card Analysis and
Perturbation Analysis.

Training in security
analysis techniques
and security approval
schemes.

www.brightsight.com

 PAYING IT SAFE
an investigative study
By Marcel Hametner, Business Development Manager, Prism –
a Subsidiary of NET1 U.E.P.S. Technologies Inc.

The key to a retailer’s growth strategy is its payment system,
specifically one that has the ability to enable convenience, ease
the lives of consumers, make purchases less costly and ensure
that transactions are handled with the correct levels of security.
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Developments in payment technology

These figures highlight how the retail

over the years have revolutionized the

trade forms the largest sector within

way in which retailers operate, yet imple

the South African economy.

mentations of sophisticated payment
technology have become so ubiquitous

This data is fundamental in many ways,

that they are barely noticed by consumers

as it is used as an indicator of consumer

until they become unavailable.

demand and is carefully scrutinized
in the evaluation and estimation

Whilst secure transaction technology

of Gross Domestic Product and its

may go unnoticed by consumers, many

components. These figures are also

retailers regard the cost of complying

used to monitor the state of the economy

with security requirements for payment

and formulate economic policy.

systems a “grudge” investment that
in turn places increasing pressure on

These figures are equally important

retail IT budgets. A growing number

to retailers, as it helps them to under-

of retailers are however, becoming

stand the drivers within their sector,

aware that their point-of-sale (POS)

evaluate the best ways in which to

systems can be used for far more than

optimize their business and deliver

simply accepting payment for goods or

services to meet consumer demand.

services. They are now recognizing that
their payment systems can add value

The Changing Face of POS

to their business and even generate

Prism develops secure transaction

additional income.

solutions

incorporating

products

and

chip

standards,

card

payment

The Importance of Retail Figures

terminals, infrastructure and trans

The latest data published by Statistics

action security aimed at making retailers

South Africa (StatsSA: August 2006)

and ultimately consumers’ lives easier

indicates

and more convenient.

that

the

upward

trend

experienced in retail trade sales,
starting in 2001, has continued well

These solutions mean that retailers can

into 2006. In real terms, retail trade

offer customers a variety of payment

sales for 2005 amounted to R383,8

options, including credit cards, debit

billion and for the first five months of

cards, cash, loyalty cards, cheques and

2006 they amounted to R166,5 billion.

linked cards. Retailers are also enabled 
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tion of an end-to-end secure electronic
transaction solutions provider.

Secure Transactions are those transactions that require the transfer of electronic information of value between
authenticated parties, in such a way
that the confidentiality and integrity
of the information being transferred is
assured. Transacting parties cannot
repudiate having sent or having been
sent the information.

EFT in Action
Prism pioneered a secure transaction
EMV solution for leading African food
retailer, Shoprite Holdings to handle
and process an integrated electronic
funds transfer (EFT) environment. The
full scale deployment of EMV technology to 9000 retail lanes followed a
pilot in five Shoprite stores starting at
the beginning of February 2006.

 to provide third party services, such as
the ability for consumers to purchase

This project involved the integration of

pre-paid airtime, pre-paid electricity,

10,000 PINpads and Prism – TSM220

gift vouchers and effect cash with-

Transaction Security Modules to handle

drawals, as well as the payment of

the additional security encryption

utility bills via the retail infrastructure

required by the EMV standard and

all at the POS.

Prism’s EMV kernel on the PINpads –
to ensure the smooth transition from
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These technologies and the continual

old-style EFT to new-style EMV EFT.

upgrade of retail transaction systems

Prism provides the technology to deliver

gives Prism a globally recognized posi-

secure gift vouchers, other value-
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added services and the retailer’s house

territories each targeting a focused

card system. This solution is suitable

market segment. Today, the Group

for large FMCG multi-lane retailers.

comprises the Edgars, CNA, Boardmans,

The Shoprite Group is the largest

Prato, Jet, Legit and Super Mart/Jet

supermarket group in Africa, with a

Mart chains.

turnover exceeding R30 billion. They
have over 10,000 checkouts and have

Experience is the Key

embarked on an aggressive cam-

The successful deployment of any

paign to provide state of the art pro-

secure transaction solution should

cessing systems, at all levels, in their

be underpinned by the use of tried

stores. Their achievement in being the

and

first major food chain in Africa to be

components. Prism has over a decade

certified for EMV, highlights their

of relevant experience in the provision

commitment to meeting the demands of

of such solutions through its pay-

modern processing systems, allowing

ment solutions division, which prides

virtually any card to be processed at their

itself in being able to provide complex

checkouts. Choosing Prism has ensured

payment technology, in easy to use,

that the Shoprite Group has become

easy

the industry leader in this field.

capable solution components to our

tested,

to

robust

deploy

and

and

reliable

functionally

retail clients thus enabling them to
A similar solution implementation for

take control of payment processing

the Edcon Group involved the upgrade

within their own businesses.

and integration of 8,000 POS terminals
and over 11,000 PINpads at its Edgars,
CNA, Jet and Legit stores around the
country. EasyPay, Prism’s transaction-

Prism has implemented secure

switching division enables the transfer

transaction solutions for the

of electronic payments from Edcon

following clients in South Africa

paypoints to Edcon’s acquiring bank,

recently:

FNB.

The Edcon Group is a speciality retailer
operating over 700 stores throughout

• Pick’n Pay

• Caltex

• Clicks

• DHL

• BP

• FNB

• ABSA

• Nedcor

South Africa, Namibia and adjacent
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 Secure Solutions in
ebanking and ecommerce
By Geert Hoevenaars, Product Marketing Manager, Trüb AG

With authentication being the largest trend in EMV after
payment, the need for secure solutions in eBanking and
eCommerce is becoming of utmost importance to financial
institutions. Usually, debit and credit cards with EMV chips
are the chosen solution, especially as they add further
authentication to the existing card.
Based on our experience in various reference projects,
Trüb can build complete solutions to increase authentication
security with the new chip product CombOS®.
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Over the last decade, EMV (the pay-

security solution with the following

ment standard developed by Europay,

objectives: the customer must authen-

MasterCard and Visa) has changed the

ticate his or her identity, he or she

entire landscape of cards and payment.

must be able to do so safely (without a

In this time, more and more banks

third party being able to “use” it) and

have begun to actively fight counterfeit

most importantly, that the security

cards by enabling people to use chip

measures that are implemented must

cards in secure banking transactions.

be cost-effective for the organization

This has led to global expansion

in question.

with figures now suggesting that
the number of EMV bank cards will

Currently

surpass 500 million by the end of 2006,

available:

a respectable quantity considering

•	A combination of a password and a

that the biggest market, the USA,

there

are

three

options

list of transaction codes (TAN);
•	A Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)

does not participate - yet.

device or card, specific to the bank;
In today’s market, although card

•	MasterCard (CAP) and Visa (DPA)

and payment news appears to be

authentication on an (existing) EMV

dominated by SEPA (Single European

card.

Payment

Area)

and

contactless

payment, the protection against ID

Authentication with an EMV card is the

theft is still an increasing problem.

best choice for a bank as MasterCard’s

ID theft is especially prevalent in

CAP (Chip Authentication Program)

card-not-present situations, where the

and Visa’s DPA (Dynamic Passcode

merchant and customer do not meet

Authentication) are designed specifi-

face-to-face, as current security levels

cally for this purpose. In both cases,

are too low. Fraudsters are able to

the customer receives a simple card

‘tap in’ on home banking, mail and

reader, which can either be connected

telephone orders (MOTO) as well as

to a PC or used stand-alone and the

internet purchasing.

smart card is used to login to the
client’s online bank account. CAP

Home Banking
The

massive

and DPA also use the same security
growth

in

internet

banking has led to a quest for a viable

elements that are embedded in an
EMV transaction.

Secure Solutions in ebanking and ecommerce
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 The advantages: A bank will reduce

48

present situations like eCommerce,

the amount of time handling a card and

mail

reader compared to a password and

merchants and customers both need

TAN list; payment and home banking

a secure authentication because at

can also be combined on a single EMV

present, the security of cards are

card, which in turn reduces costs and

perceived as too low for a “long-

furthermore, an independent certifica-

distance” purchase. Personal authen-

tion authority is no longer needed as

tication therefore, needs to be part

is utilized PKI.

of the process.

Secure eCommerce

Again, in this case, authentication

Another point of interest for banks is

with an EMV offers a superior solution.

the secure purchasing in card-not-

Using a chip card with MasterCard CAP

Secure Transactions | Payment

and

Trüb AG

telephone

orders.

The

or Visa DPA, the authentication can

Once the software is in place it can

take place as follows: The merchant

either enable OTP (One-Time Password)

accepts the credit card only if the

or C/R (Challenge/Response). OTP is

issuing bank can authenticate the

an ever-changing password that can

cardholder. The bank can do that with

still be authenticated by the bank. C/R

either a PIN code or password and

allows for the authentication not only

enters a confirmation signature – The

of the user but also of the amount to be

eCommerce transaction is essentially

paid and/or the transaction date/time.

the same as a normal EMV transaction.
Another advantage is that worldwide
implementation is currently being
undertaken – this makes smart cards
not only a viable method, but also a
competitor to current “micropayment”
systems like PayPal® and Click2pay.

Trüb’s Solution
Trüb

offers

secure

authentication

solutions to financial institutions in
Switzerland amongst others, based
on the CombOS chip product, which
supports both MasterCard and Visa.
The project components for which
Trüb can provide products and / or
consultancy are:

•	A chip or chip card product with
the appropriate application and
personalization;
•	A card reader, either connected
or, for better user acceptance,
not connected;
•	The software in place with the bank
and / or the merchant.

Secure Solutions in ebanking and ecommerce
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 Interoperability of EAC
passport systems
By Dr. Michael Jahnich, Technical Director, HJP Consulting GmbH

Many countries are already issuing the first generation of
ICAO compliant ePassports, but interoperability issues have
only been addressed by international plugfest sessions, which
appear not be sufficient enough in the long term. Therefore,
ISO has created test standards in the form of a technical report
to enable conformity testing and certification of products to
improve interoperability. With the next version of ePassports,
which will include EAC, conformity testing will become even
more crucial; especially for the inspection systems – But what
are the technical challenges that need to be faced?
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Currently, passports supporting facial

official specification for ICAO com-

images are protected by basic access

pliant passports (DOC 9303 – part 1)

control (BAC). The next generation of

straight away, but will remain as pro-

ePassports, which will be enhanced

visional technical reports, before they

by extended access control (EAC), are

are replaced by the ISO standards in

intended to protect secondary biometrics,

the latter part of 2007.

such as iris scans or fingerprints.
Fingerprints

are

planned

to

be

ePassport Conformity Testing

introduced to ePassports within the

The work of the ISO has already

European Union in the coming years.

established the basis for an ePassport conformity test and certification,

In December 2006, task force 4 of ISO/

which is carried out by the German

IEC SC17 Working Group 3 created

BSI (Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der

version 1.0 of the test standards for the

Informationstechnik) and is used by

newly issued ePassports and corre-

both manufacturers and passport issuing

sponding readers. These test standards,

authorities. There are a number of

which are called the “RF protocol and

certification centers that are capable

Application Test Standard for ePass-

of performing tests and generating

ports”, aim to improve the worldwide

evaluation reports prior to certification,

interoperability of ePassports. With

some of which have already been used

these tests devised, a common quality

for the conformance testing at the last

standard for all worldwide ICAO com-

plugfest in Germany, June 2006.

pliant passports can be put in place.
Test Standards for
It is expected that ICAO NTWG

ePassports and Readers

(New Technology Working Group)

The “RF Protocol and Application Test

will endorse the test standards and

Standard for ePassports” is intended to

recommend

ICAO

improve the interoperability of globally

members, as well as to the industry.

deployed ePassports and inspection

NTWG has however, decided that the

systems, by specifying detailed test

test standards should be developed

procedures and to ensure functional

further by ISO before they can become

conformance to ISO standards and ICAO

ISO standards. Therefore, the test

recommendations. Security assessment

standards will not become part of the

(Common Criteria or other) is not 

them

to

all

Interoperability of EAC passport systems
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 considered

in

this

specification

are now final ISO draft versions, which

because security aspects do not affect

are expected to be published by ICAO

interoperability.

as provisional technical reports.

The test standard consists of four

The framework specification defines

parts. Part 1 defines the framework

two major components, the ePassport,

and the scope of the test standard; the

and the ePassport reader. These com-

second part specifies tests for the RF

ponents are broken down as shown in

protocol (the contactless interface) of

Fig. 1. In order to address all electrical

the ePassport; the third part covers

and logical aspects of the ePassport, it

application tests and part four covers

is structured into several layers from

the RF interface of the inspection system

the low level protocol tests at layer 1 up

which is used at border control, as

to the logical (application) data element

interoperability can only be achieved

tests at level 7.

if both entities of a communication are
tested. Therefore, ISO decided not to

There are two major frameworks in

focus on tests for the application of an

this layer model. The first includes the

inspection system. Parts two to four

contactless interface with layers 1 to 4,

Fig. 1 The components involved
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which are aligned with the ISO base

ports and readers, but currently there

standard 14443. The corresponding

are no test standards for inspection

tests mainly refer to the ISO 10373-6

systems at the application layers. In

test standard.

addition, reader manufacturers will
not be able to test their systems using

The second framework is orientated

sample passports because the internal

towards the application layers. Layer 6

status of these passports may change

includes the application specific data
exchange protocol based on the ISO
standard 7816-4 for chip cards. Layer
7 includes the logical data structure
(LDS) with its mandatory data groups
defined in the ICAO DOC 9303.

Testing EAC Passports
and Readers

Interoperability will
undoubtedly become even
more crucial when
EU member states start
to introduce EAC
passports and inspection
systems.

The development of Extended Access
Control (EAC) has mainly been driven
by the German BSI, who first published

permanently. It is in this situation

this control mechanism as a technical

where a passport simulator (See Fig.2)

guideline. This guideline has now

is required. The simulator enhances

been adopted by the EU.

the existing ISO 10373-6 test system
when used for reader devices by an

Interoperability

will

undoubtedly

EAC application simulation.

become even more crucial when EU
member states start to introduce EAC

The test system consists of an upper

passports and inspection systems.

tester and a lower tester. The upper

The main challenge in testing these,

tester is used to send commands via a

is with the application protocol, rather

defined application programming inter-

than the contactless interface as

face (API) to the inspection system.

essentially, this stays the same.

If such an API is unavailable, the
upper tester may be replaced by a

Conformity testing is also essential

human tester who would then perform

for the interoperability of EAC pass-

the tests manually.

Interoperability of EAC passport systems
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Fig. 2 Passport simulator

 The main part of the passport simulator

different, partly erroneous data sets.

consists of the lower tester, which

The simulator then returns its response

monitors and analyzes the communi-

to the upper tester via the RF interface

cation protocol via the RF interface.

of the simulator and the upper tester

It is capable of introducing errors,

then verifies if the inspection system

e.g. non ISO compliant timings on

is carrying out the test correctly.

the protocol layers. Moreover, it for-

54

wards commands that it received from

A passport simulator can be applied

the inspection system to its passport

to the development of inspection sys-

simulator. This component may intro-

tems but can also be used for confor-

duce failures into the application pro-

mity testing and as a diagnosis tool in

tocol, and it may be personalized with

the field.
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 SECURE ePASSPORT
SOLUTIONS – MANAGING THE
BUILDING BLOCKS
By Stefan Rupp, Head of Strategic Marketing, Safe ID Solutions AG

Over the past two years, Governments worldwide have
witnessed a number of changes with the move towards
biometric enabled passport schemes. However, it has to be
noted that this move still remains a difficult undertaking
and responsible government authorities certainly have a
number of important choices to face. This article puts itself into
the shoes of a government official tasked with implementing
a new ePassport scheme in his country.
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decision on a security chip and inlay,
as well as process related issues
including secure data and rights
management or analysis tools.

Product Oriented
Building Blocks

Booklets
When choosing the optimal passport
booklet, a range of questions and
criteria need to be answered and met
Fig. 1 Printing Technologies in % of all 189 ICAO
countries (Source: SAFE ID estimates)

for the authority to achieve best results
and closed loop security.

John Smith is heading his country’s
authority responsible for the intro-

On a physical level, the passport paper

duction of the new ePassport. His

should be inkjet optimized to obtain

first decision was with respect to the

the

actual

technology

durability. Furthermore, consistency

that would be used and he opted for

and quality of all the booklets must be

inkjet personalization. The reason for

guaranteed, as the precise mechanics

this choice was that inkjet technology

of modern personalization systems are

combines the highest security and

sensitive to variables in dimensions

quality levels with the best commercial

and

viability and return on investment,

offer various levels of security with

which is why two thirds of the

optional

189 ICAO member countries will

the paper itself (e.g. micro text, water-

have opted for inkjet personalization

marks) that help prevent document

systems by 2010 (refer to Fig.1).

counterfeiting.

His

centred

From a systems point of view, the

around purely product related issues

most important question is whether

such as type of booklets/paper, ink or

the booklet should include a pre-

laminates along with the important

printed unique passport number. We 

personalization

subsequent

decisions

highest

printing

characteristics.

features

quality

The

booklets

incorporated

SECURE ePASSPORT SOLUTIONS – MANAGING THE BUILDING BLOCKS
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 believe that to achieve an acceptable

Ink

level of security, this option must be

Inkjet technology lets the customer

incorporated in the personalization

choose from different options regarding

process of the hardware, by adding

ink characteristics and their security

camera based recognition systems,

levels. The high quality printing and

as well as personalization software

use of natural colours are, in all cases,

using that data to choose a respective

the minimum requirement. In addition

record set.

to standard inks, there are several
special products available that enable

Main Issues to be clarified:

further security, by allowing UV printing

• Passport security paper and

or including a special genetic pattern

inkjet compatibility;

for reliable document authentication.

• Constant quality of booklets

Using these special techniques is

and booklet specifications;

optional and is a matter of cost and the

• Pre-printed data legend and

level of security needed.

passport number.
The same applies for the hardware level
Laminates

allowing for example, the delivery of

Modern secure laminates offer a wide

chipped ink cartridges which can be

range of security features e.g. holo-

automatically authenticated by the

grams and floating images that help

personalization system and only work

to prevent the data page from mani

if the original ink is used.

pulation or counterfeiting. The choice
here is whether the security foil should

Main Issues to be clarified:

be delivered as a roll, or if it is already

• Dye based or Pigmented ink;

sewn-in into the booklet and to what

• Additional UV or genetically

extent it is compatible with the
security paper.

unique inks;
• Chipped ink cartridges for secure
authentication of consumables.

Main Issues to be clarified:
• Roll-laminate or sewed-in foil;

Chip / Inlay / OS

• Security features included;

The issuance of ePassports increases

• Compatibility to printed security

the complexity of the passport design,

features and security paper.
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like the inlay, chip and the chip

Main Issues to be clarified:

operating

• Chip type, memory size

system.

After

stability,

usability and longevity of the inlay,
John Smith must keep in mind that
face images and fingerprints will
require respective capacity in the

and capacity;
• Positioning of inlay within the
passport booklet;
• Chip OS and included features.

chip. Another factor to consider, is the
operating system, which basic charac

Process Orientated

teristics and functions are defined by

Building Blocks

ICAO. Taking all these elements into

Reliability, efficiency and security of

account, one can select from a wide

modern passport personalization not

range of existing systems available in

only depends on the hardware and the

the market ensuring that speed, security

document’s physical characteristics

and flexibility (e.g. for the use of

themselves, but has become increas-

further future applications) play an

ingly influenced by the design and

important role in the application.

workflow of the process as a whole.

SECURE ePASSPORT SOLUTIONS – MANAGING THE BUILDING BLOCKS
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 Access / Rights Management

• Software infrastructure

The security of each personalization

for administration,

process generally depends on the

monitoring and control.

behavior and trustworthiness of the
people

operating,

controlling

and

Sensitive

personal

data

must

be

managing it. The distribution of access

protected against any unauthorized

rights and the definition of related

reading or fraud during the person-

capabilities and responsibilities within

alization process. This is even more

the workflow is one of the most

relevant with ePassports, as it has

fundamental decisions in designing

been said that the data can be captured

a full secure personalization system.

and transferred with the distribution

Personalization management software

of various encryption keys needed

works on two levels 1) allows the easy

for accessing, editing and reading

transfer from concept into a real work-

data stored on the ePassport’s chip.

flow by offering user friendly tools for
allocation and management of access

Process security on a data level, could

rights 2) enables the actual process

generally only be compromised if an

and behavior of the people involved to

unauthorized person were to access

be monitored and controlled.

the

communication

between

the

authorities involved in the passport
Main Issues to be clarified:

system (e.g. application office and

• Distribution of access rights;

personalization centre). Together with

• Definition of capabilities and

the aforementioned access manage-

responsibilities;
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to send and receive data have to be

indicate problems, weaknesses or

defined along with the distribution

poor efficiency which would, once

of software keys to enable reading of

recognized, effectively boost the

the transferred data. A highly efficient

overall system performance.

and

user

friendly

personalization

management software will handle
the

realization,

management

of

distribution
rights,

keys

and
and

certificates, as well as the control of
the resulting data flow, while simultaneously providing an impenetrable
communication

through

advanced

encryption technology.

The security of each
personalization process
generally depends
on the behavior and
trustworthiness
of the people operating,
controlling and
managing it.

Main Issues to be clarified:
• Definition of data flow;
• Distribution of rights and keys;
• Encryption of transferred data.

Main Issues to be clarified:
• Definition of relevant process data;

Data Analysis, Inspection
and Logging

• Definition of responsibilities and
supervision wanted.

A passport personalization system is a
self-running process that can be left to

Conclusion

work on its own, even though efficiency

While the above topics only briefly

and

continuous

discuss the complexity of John Smith’s

monitoring. Weak points or areas

task, it is clear that the individual

needing improvement can be identified

building blocks could bare a number of

by analysis of the data through the

risks – this risk is further heightened with

whole process. The ideal personalization

the difficulties of inter-dependencies.

management software infrastructure

Mr. Smith decided wisely when he

would constantly define, receive,

opted for a partner who has already

store and analyze all relevant process

successfully implemented ePassport

data. It should also enable responsible

systems and can deliver a one-stop

officers to automatically detect and

shop solution.

security

demand
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 A Common Ground for
Identification Systems
By Yossi Fixman, V.P. Business Development, SCsquare Ltd.

Over recent years the technological world has seen the
emergence of a global mass-society in which vast information
resources have become available via the internet; sophisticated
commerce accessible from our homes, by phone or computer,
and quick and easy international travel is now readily available
throughout a large part of the world.
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This progress has however, brought
about new forms of crime. Increased
international mobility has fostered
globalized terrorism and illegal migration. Computerization has produced
new problems such as “Identity theft”,
which is said to be the fastest growing
form of crime in western countries.

National Identity Card

Forged identities, or the appropriation
of other people’s identities, provide a

Identity theft is said to be a relatively

means for illegal migrants to exploit

simple crime, as most of the information

the benefits of a host state’s welfare

required can be found in an individual’s

systems; allow terrorists to move to

garbage bin or by intercepting and

safe havens and can also act as a vehicle

opening their post.

for crimes such as money laundering
and bank fraud.

Therefore, the need clearly exists
for a universal identification system,

New forms of crime emerge where

protected

from

traditional

fraud

new technologies overtake existing

techniques, which can facilitate the

methods of crime prevention. While

free and easy use of internet based

economies and communications have

commerce, prevent abuse of national

progressed, identification methods have

welfare systems and provide more

remained stagnant, relying on the use

effective control of the vast numbers of

of antiquated systems originating in

people now circulating the planet.

the period between the world wars,
which are based on printed docu-

Identity systems typically provide two

ments, hand-written signatures and

separate functions; first, identifying

photographic ID’s that are often sent

the individual within the national

by post. This has created openings

ID/corporate

for technologically astute criminals

and second, providing identification

and hose familiar with traditional

between systems, such as passports and

document forgery techniques, to access

credit card systems. All identification

the benefits of the computer age

systems provide these same basic

through illegal means.

services, proving that the individual is 

A Common Ground for Identification Systems

identification

system
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 who they claim to be, that they have a
right to access resources, and showing
outsiders that the individual is a genuine
representative of the organization.
Alternatively, identification systems
can be seen as methods of denying
access to those who lack authorization.

Smart cards are now set to replace
and

enhance

twentieth

century

photographic ID. Most (if not all)
industrialized nation-states are working
on smart card projects in the fields of

ePassport

National ID, ePassports and health
cards and similarly, corporations are

security levels between systems, and

beginning to implement smart card

the US government-defined standard

based employee cards for identification

for smart card identification systems,

purposes.

FIPS (Federal Information Protection
Systems), which evaluates an identity

Being a new technology, the market

system’s capacity to resist fraud and

for smart card identification systems

manipulation.

remains highly fractured and relatively

64

expensive, but over time, universally

A standardized smart card identifica-

effective solutions are predicted to

tion system will need to operate just

dominate the market and lower prices.

as effectively at the state level (with

For a smart card identification system

millions of subjects) as it does at the

to become a universal standard, it must

corporate level (with thousands of sub-

be able to work on different hardware

jects). It must easily adapt to different

platforms and meet globally accepted

data storage requirements (e.g. file

criteria guaranteeing that fundamental

structures) and provide simple facilities

security standards are met. The leading

for changing or upgrading identifi

international requirements in this

cation methodologies. The conditioning

regard are the Common Criteria,

of access to card data must also be

which provide the means to compare

flexible, yet stringent.
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To become the market standard, a

regardless of the hardware platform

smart card system will need to provide

and without requiring introduction of

excellent value for money. Nation-

new software or tailoring of the current

states issuing millions of identity cards

operating system.

to their citizens can save millions of
Euros from a single cent per card price

In our experience a single, one-size-

change. In addition, costs do not end

fits-all operating system, will enable a

with card distribution. Without the

cost-effective solution. Dealing with a

capacity to deal quickly and effectively

single universal system results in time

with post-distribution issues, even the

savings, increases the effectiveness

most well designed smart card may end

of technical support and provides

up as little more than a piece of plastic.

customers with excellent value for
money and reliable long term identifi-

As with a home computer, it is not the

cation system solutions.

hardware that will determine the future
of smart card based identification

As the twenty-first century matures,

systems, but rather the operating system

the methods by which we establish

and applications. It is the operating

our identity when dealing with govern

system and applications that will

ment and corporate institutions are- set

provide a solution for the different types

to change in ways no less revolutionary

of identifications systems, whether

than the introduction of photographic

corporate,

identity cards in the 1930s.

national

or

ePassport;

Corporate Identity Card
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 From National Security
to eGovernment:
The Belgian Personal Identity Card Project
By Frédéric Trojani, Vice President Marketing Public Sector, Gemalto

There are three basic objectives set out for the implementation
of secure eID documents: to improve national security, to create
an infrastructure for secure internet access and to increase the
deployment of electronic applications for citizens, which enables
governments to offer a better public service whilst reducing
the cost of administration. Belgium, at the heart of Europe, has
illustrated how successfully these goals can be achieved.
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The Context

the right organization, infrastructure

In July 2001, the Belgian Council

and a brand new technical framework,

of Ministers made the decision to

known as BelPIC (Belgian Personal

introduce an electronic identity card

Identity Card). The goal was to provide

for all citizens as the keystone of

Belgian citizens with a new, highly

a broader eGovernment project, to

secure, identity document but also a

simplify administration processes and

brand new tool for electronic signature

modernize public services. Agreed by

and

the Belgian Commission for Privacy

eGovernment

protection and voted by Parliament

security and even private services on

and Senate, the project was officially

the Internet.

authentication

for

accessing

applications,

social

launched in March 2003.
The platform also had to meet legitimate
The Challenges

security requirements, be open, flexible

As one of the first countries in the

for future evolution and compliant

world to take this nationwide step

with the latest standards including

towards implementing eGovernment

the European directive on digital

applications, Belgium had to source

signature 1999/93/CE. In addition, a 

The Belgian National Identity Card

from national security to egovernment
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 major communications campaign had

The new secure identity document,

to be carried out in order to educate the

incorporating a smart card, is now the

9 million citizens which are targeted

official proof of Identity for Belgian

to be involved by 2009.

citizens. The advantages are clear
with simpler, faster and more secure

The Solution

access to eGovernment information

The Belgian administration began

and services such as tax returns,

by establishing a new organization –

address changes, civil records/birth

FedICT

certificates and declaring household

(Federal

Communications
Technology,

68

public
and

Kingdom

service

Information
of

employees, for example.

Belgium)

a new PKI infrastructure – FedPKI

Every cardholder has a secret PIN

(Federal Public Key Infrastructure)

code to authenticate themselves and

and a brand new technical framework.

the card generates a legally binding

This required significant investment

electronic signature for secure decla-

in terms of information and support –

rations and administrative procedures.

including videos, web sites and a 24/7

The card can be used in a card reader

helpdesk for lost cards.

connected to a home or office PC, in

Secure Transactions | National ID
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public kiosks installed in towns, in

The project has enabled numerous

local authority buildings and in other

public services to be available on-line

institutions.

and procedures that would have taken
hours (e.g. requesting a birth certificate)

Gemalto was selected by Zetes, the

now only take a matter of seconds.

Belgian eID system integrator and

Agreements with other public and

project coordinator, to provide Java-

private services such as CertiPost

based technology for the operating

(a joint-venture of the Belgian Post

system,

and Belgacom) and software suppliers,

ID

and

digital

signature

applications.

such as Microsoft® and Adobe®, allow
citizens to send electronically signed

The Belgian contact smart card is

letters, PDF documents / contracts and

based on the Infineon SLE 66 CX322P.

pay their bills on-line.

Gemalto also provides the card’s

Belgium is currently leveraging on the

long life and highly secure poly

security and convenience of the Belgian

carbonate card body, which includes

Personal Identity Card, and is planning

some of the highest security printing

to extend card-based applications for

features. These were fundamental as

the benefit of all. In addition, a specific

the outward look of the card reinforces

application, called Safer Chat, has

the physical security of the docu-

recently been put in place to safeguard

ment. Print technology used included

online chat sites, which targets 12-15

rainbow, UV and guilloche printing,

year olds who like to chat over the

changeable

optical

Internet. This will enable adolescents

(Diffractive

to authenticate themselves on the

Optically Variable Image Device), relief

Internet and ensure that teenagers are

and laser engraving.

chatting with other teenagers and will

variable

laser

ink,

image,

DOVID

contribute to make the Internet much
The Results

safer for children.

With over 4 million cards in use (by
citizens aged 12 and over) at the end of

The project has combined high quality

2006 and an estimated 9 million to be

products and efficient high volume

issued by 2009, BelPIC is currently the

delivery in order to meet the project’s

largest eID scheme in Europe.

initial objectives and schedules.

from national security to egovernment
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 The Evolution
of Mobile Security
By Dr. Keith E Mayes, Director and Co Author Dr. Kostas Markantonakis
The ISG – Smart Card Centre, Royal Holloway University of London
(Written in conjunction with Crisp Telecom Ltd.)

There are few people in the world who would deny that the
introduction and development of mobile communications has
been very quick and spurred by popular demand and although,
there are some people that are driven to distraction by the
associated ringing and chattering, they too, grudgingly admit
that commercially, the business has been very successful.
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There are obvious reasons for this

system gained popularity and handset

rapid success including convenience,

technology improved, they became

services and the relatively low cost;

more attractive, to not only users, but

however, it is easy to forget that today’s

also to the criminal fraternity. The

systems

dependent

first problem was that there was no

upon security, which in turn involves

confidentiality of transmitted signals;

the widespread use of smart cards.

therefore, if you had a radio receiver

Clearly, technology does not stand

you could simply listen in to a call.

still, and advanced communications

This was compounded by the fact that

systems are being designed by new

during signalling, the user was not

generations of experts who may not

anonymous, as the normal telephone

truly appreciate the significance of

number was transmitted, enabling

these tamper-resistant smart cards. It is

an eavesdropper to work out who was

therefore, useful to not only explain the

talking to whom. Understandably, the

critical importance of current solutions,

network operators took heavy criticism

but also the mistakes, lessons and

for this, but this was nothing compared

evolution that brought mobile communi

to the problem that became known as

cations from the point of collapse to

TACS cloning.

are

critically

today’s ubiquitous necessity.
To use a TACS network you had to
First Generation Systems (1G)
The

first

mobile

phones

to

satisfy an authentication protocol. This
be

involved the phone sending 2 pieces

commercially deployed in the UK were

of information to the network i.e. the

based on the analogue Total Access

subscriber telephone number (SNB)

Communication System (TACS) tech-

and an electronic serial number (ESN),

nology, using phones the size of house

both normally stored in the handset.

bricks that drained their batteries in

Recalling that the transmissions had

minutes. Despite this, the technical

no confidentiality, someone with a

achievement of offering cellular mobile

radio receiver could easily collect these

communications to the general public

values. Initially this wasn’t thought of

was quite phenomenal. Whilst the radio

as a problem, as it should have been

and basic communications problems

impossible to modify the above numbers

were admirably tackled, security took

stored in any phone without proper

a back seat and unfortunately, as the

authorization. However, history has 
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 shown that it was in fact easy to change

into GSM, one of its main objectives

these numbers and it was this that lead

was to resolve the security problems

to the widespread cloning problems,

that had plagued earlier systems such

which threatened to undermine the

as TACS. One of the key decisions

industry. The experience proved painful,

was to provide the tamper-resistant

yet valuable lessons were learnt and three

security capabilities in the form of

fundamental needs were identified;

a removable smart card known as a

•	Tamper Resistant Security measures;

subscriber identity module (SIM).

•	Confidentiality of transmission;
•	User Anonymity.

The method of authentication was
based on a network challenge, resulting

These three requirements were then

in a SIM response, using the phone

used to shape the digital replacement

simply as an un-trusted broker for

for TACS known as GSM.

passing messages. Within the SIM
there was an account identity known
as the International Mobile Subscriber

Clearly, technology does
not stand still, and advanced
communications
systems are being
designed by new generations
of experts who may
not truly appreciate the
significance of these
tamper-resistant smart cards.

Identity (IMSI) which only mapped
to a real telephone number within
the network, thereby providing user
anonymity. There was also a secret key
(Ki) and an algorithm known as A3,
which computed the response to the
network challenge using Ki. Another
algorithm called A8 was also implemented in the card and this generated
a cipher key (Kc) for encrypting the radio
transmissions and providing confiden-

Second Generation Systems –

tiality. The actual ciphering algorithm

GSM (2G)

A5 was implemented in the phone and

GSM

was a digital cellular system

used the cipher key delivered by A8.

standardized in Europe by the European

This was a performance necessity, but

Technical Standards Institute (ETSI) .

as the cipher key could be regularly

Aside from the considerable radio and

changed, it was a reasonable security

service level advances incorporated

compromise.

[1]

[2]
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This was very impressive compared

were suspected and so the network

with TACS and for the most part the

operators that still use COMP128-1

GSM security solution, underpinned by

deserve little sympathy. The algorithm

the tamper-resistant silicon in the SIM,

issue caused quite a stir in the crypto-

has done a creditable job of protecting

graphic community as COMP128-1 was

mobile communications. However, no

criticized for having been designed

solution is perfect or future-proof and

without the benefit of public scrutiny

GSM has had a few hiccups along the

and relying on the secrecy of design.

away. Perhaps the most widely reported

This had an impact on how such

was the cloning problem associated with

algorithms would be designed and

an algorithm known as COMP128-1 .

managed in the future.

[3]

The first thing to realize here is that
this is not the GSM algorithm, it is

Another problem that relates to the

only an example implementation pro-

overall security protocol rather than

vided by the GSM Association. The

any algorithm, is the possibility of a

very smart network operators were

false base station (BTS) attack.

sceptical of this algorithm and used
their own proprietary algorithms from

False Base Station

day one. The sensible ones migrated to

In Fig. 1 the false BTS sits between

better algorithms when the problems

the real BTS and the user, relaying/ 

Fig. 1 False Base Station
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 examining challenges and responses

to recover sequence number errors;

to the extent that it may switch off

•	Stronger and public algorithm –

encryption to the user and abuse

based on milenage/Advanced

the account or eavesdrop calls. This

Encryption Standard;

happens because the SIM is unable to
test the authenticity of the challenge
from the network. How widespread

•	Longer cipher key – used to
encrypt/protect radio transmissions;
•	Integrity Key also produced during

this became is difficult to determine,

authentication – to protect the integrity

but its elimination from the third

of transmitted information.

generation mobile system was an
important requirement.

This represents a very significant
step forward, but our description so

Third Generation Systems (3G)

far has only explained that the USIM

Although the third system standard

is part of a professionally designed

ization started life in ETSI under

logical security solution. However,

the name of Universal Mobile Tele

logical security alone is not sufficient,

communication

[4]

because of the range of modern attacks

it was soon after transferred to the

against hardware, which may be used

3GPP

organization and is commonly

by a Hacker. The real appreciation

referred to as 3G (although there is an

for the USIM comes from considering

alternative 3G system evolved from

these attacks and how the secured

IS-95 technology). The SIM is replaced

smart card chip defends itself. Despite

by the UMTS SIM (USIM), which is a

its small size the USIM (& the SIM

very sophisticated tamper-resistant

before it) is very far from a pushover

security token based on a Universal

when it comes to resisting attacks.

[5]

Integrated

Systems

Circuit

(UMTS)

Card

(UICC)

platform. Notable improvements over

A total review of smart cards attacks[6]

the SIM include;

is beyond the scope of this article,

•	Mutual authentication – the network

but a few examples are given just to

challenge contains a Message

hammer home the fact that the USIM/

Authentication Code (MAC);

SIM is a very tough nut to crack.

•	Replay protection – challenges have

Fig. 2 shows a magnified view of an

sequence numbers to prevent re-use;

old smart card chip where the memory,

•	Resynchronization mechanism –
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Fig. 2 Smart Card Chip – (Please note this is an old chip with no countermeasures)
Source: ORGA Systems UK, “ORGA – Smart Cards Basic”

fied. A physical attack is very intrusive

that the layout has been scrambled,

and involves direct probing and modi-

making it difficult to locate interesting

fication of the chip itself, for example

parts of the circuit. If you find a bus or

trying to capture bus transfers, probe

memory, then it is probably encrypted

memory contents or re-enabling test

and by now you may well have triggered

modes. The figure may make it appear

the environmental detectors. If the

that this is fairly straightforward,

chip is exposed to light, over/under

however this is an old chip and current

temperature or voltage glitches it will

varieties have a whole range of counter

become useless. Of course, if you have

measures to stop physical attacks.

lots of time, equipment, money and
expertise you can eventually succeed

Firstly, you can’t probe what you can’t

with a physical attack, but you may

get at, so you may encounter a tough

have destroyed many cards in the

physical barrier across the surface of

process. Unless there is some global

the chip. Get beyond that and there may

secret, hidden within the card, it’s

be an active current carrying shield

hard to see how such an attack would

layer that if broken, renders the chip

be justified.



useless. Survive this and you may find
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 Side Channel attacks[7] are rather
different

and

of

greater

concern.

discovery techniques[8] using methods
that can be reproduced at low cost[9].

Essentially, whenever an electronic

Fortunately,

modern

USIMs

have

circuit functions it creates tiny surges of

effective countermeasures for these

current combined with radio emissions.

attacks, which include power smooth-

These phenomena can be captured

ing, additive noise, random delays and

relatively easily and then analyzed

in some cases differential logic.

to infer what the circuit was doing

76

and this is referred to as side-channel

Conclusions

leakage/analysis. If you are running

Mobile communications are today,

a security algorithm then the leakage

underpinned by tiny pieces of secure

can relate to the secret key. Indeed

and tamper resistant silicon. A modern

researchers have shown successful key

USIM should incorporate and embody

Secure Transactions | Mobile security
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all the security lessons learnt from
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 Security for
the Next Decade
By Dr. Peter Laackmann, Senior Principal Product Security and Marcus Janke, Principal
Product Security, Infineon Technologies AG

In the end of the 19th century, melancholy spread in parts of
society as it became clear to many people, that starting a
new century would be directly connected to the end of known
paradigms and traditions. This period, which was characterized
by a strong feeling of upcoming change, is commonly known
as “Fin de Siècle”.

80

Technology corner
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Today,

conventional

designs

are

in a security controller. There are

reaching their limit, as hackers jump to

many indications that the parameters

much more sophisticated and localized

for most of these attacks were deter-

attack scenarios – the prospect of a “Fin

mined by trial and error.

de Siècle” in terms of security technology seems probable. Today’s hackers

Power analysis as known today in

take advantage of local points of weak-

variants

ness, that might somehow be hidden

Analysis)

but can anyway be discovered and

Power Analysis), started in a similar

exploited. Nevertheless, as the end

way, observing the energy of the

of the 19 century also inspired many

complete entitiy of a smart card chip –

artists to find new directions, the fore-

as the easiest way was just to connect

cast of this technological paradigm

the smart card pads directly to the

shift set up a new motiviation for chip

analysis equipment. Like spike or

designers worldwide.

glitch methods, these attacks were

th

like

SPA

and

(Simple

DPA

Power

(Differential

possible without detailed knowledge
In the 1990’s, it became clear that

of the interiors of chip design – they

unprotected chip designs, from a glo-

simply worked if a chip was not secure

balized viewpoint, may be subject to

by design or if it was not made secure

attacks that in most cases were not

by the use of countermeasures.

very specific. By applying voltage alterations, called “Spikes”, or frequency

Actual Threats

anomalies, the so-called “Glitches”, to

Today’s attacks look much deeper into

the connectors of an unprotected smart

the details of chip design. Localization,

card chip, it was often possible to

in many cases, has evolved as the

induce faulty operations. These faults,

keyword for actual and future threats.

in turn, allowed hackers to circumvent

Instead of trying to break an outer

software security features like a PIN

security barrier, a localized attack tar-

code entry. Interestingly, in most cases

gets small vulnerable parts of a security

the attackers seemed not to be very

controller in a very direct way.

well informed about the technological
background of their targets – “Spikes”

An attacker today often tries to induce

and “Glitches” were just known as a

faults directly to selected parts of interest

good vehicle to induce faulty behavior

on a silicon chip. Appropriate methods 
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concerning

the

clock

supply

are

blocked. Sensors are implemented as a
part of the second barrier, if the security
controller is attacked using very high
voltage alterations which cannot be
blocked by the regulation system. If
a sensor detects critical values for
Local Optical Attack Test for Security Controllers

environmental parameters, an alarm
is triggered to set the smart card to a

 include local irradiation of small areas
with

focused

light

(Optical

secure state. Voltage sensors check the

Fault

power supply, clock sensors look for

Induction), but also electromagnetic

frequency anomalies, temperature and

pulses are utilized (ECMAAS) as well

light sensors check for optical irradia-

as alpha particle radiation or local

tion and temperature limits. As optical

heating.

attacks also can be performed through
the back of the chip’s, the optical

Measures

against

fault

induction

sensors are effective against irradiation

attacks must act from different view-

on both sides. The third barrier is built

points, building a strict symbiosis with

up from the design of the security

each other. The security concepts of

controller

modern Infineon smart card controllers

countermeasures, in combination with

are based on three lines of defence:

software, are used to yield an effective

core

itself.

Hardware

third barrier. The combination of hard• Preventing induction of faults;

ware and software is essential, as

• Detection of fault-inducing

pure software countermeasures could,

conditions:
• Measures against faulty behaviour

in some cases, be the target of fault
attacks themselves.

of the security controller.
Standard versus Security Cores
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As a first barrier, the power sup-

Today’s attacks clearly show the

ply and the input signals are fil-

evidence

tered; fast reacting stabilizers are

processors with some “add-on” security

used to block voltage transients in

cannot be sufficient for high-security

specific boundaries. Some anomalies

applications like banking, national ID

Technology corner

that

utilizing

standard

Infineon technologies AG

cards, conditional access or digital

allowing everyone to play with the

signature. This result, unsurprisingly,

“security” functions of such products.

led to severe consequences in the
smart card industry, as even today

The use of standard processor cores

there are many chips in the field that

for smart card security controllers is

are still comprizing standard processor

the most dangerous threat today, as

cores. Subsequently, emulation devices

an attacker may easily navigate inside

for different smart card controllers are

the architecture, conducting tests

vastly available in satellite shops and

at will. Even more, if standard cores

via internet order. Common names for

are used, the subsequent emulation

freely programmable smart card devices,

by use of “pirate devices” may also

available in some satellite shops,

be significantly simplified. Secondly,

are “Daytona”, “Anaconda”, “K3”,

even if proprietary security proces-

“Didem” or “Titanium”. In most cases,

sor cores are utilized, it is essential

inside these smart cards a freely

that an integral security concept is

programmable flash smart card controller

applied right from the scratch, from

can be found, which also contains

the very first steps of chip design.

cryptographic co-processors and therefore can be used for illegal emulation

The countermeasures and security

of original pay-TV cards. In some

features have to be tested thoroughly

cases, complete development kits are

by

available for free over the internet,

most advanced attack technologies
for

the

manufacturer,

checking

his

using

own

the

products.

Independant security evaluation and
certification is of imminent importance
to prove the value of the targeted
security level.

Research in the field of fault induction
attacks never stops. The attack scenarios
of the future have to be taken into
account right now, designing new secure
Freely Programmable Cards used
as “Pirate” Devices

Security for the Next Decade

products that give efficient protection
against the attacks of tomorrow.
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 Security Hardware
for IT-Professionals
By Uwe Harasko, Product Manager - Security Products, Cherry GmbH

The Cherry Corporation is committed to the design, production
and delivery of high quality innovative products that exceed all
our customers’ needs throughout a global network.
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Within the trust

Cherry GmbH

Computer Input Devices
Cherry produces sophisticated technology to aid the efficiency of your
work. Complete with modern designs,
comfort and usability, the modules
(computer input devices, keyboards
and mice) provide high security for
a variety of applications. With our
broad range of products, we can
offer the optimum solution for each
individual requirement.

There are no limits to the solutions we
can offer, with standard keyboards

To increase security and user conve-

now incorporating smart cards, plastic

nience we developed keyboards that

cards, barcode and even fingerprint

incorporated

readers! POS keyboards, with or without

that can also be combined with a

additional keys, as well as keyboards

smart card reader for extra security.

with a trackball, touchpad or an

In addition, customized smart card

extended layout also belong to our

terminals are available for special

extensive range of products.

requirements such as healthcare.

Upon request, the keyboard layout

All Cherry’s products are produced and

can also be adapted for bespoke

assembled in ultra-modern production

requirements.

facilities with environmentally friendly

fingerprint

biometrics

materials. Each step in production is
Security Products

monitored with each individual com-

Our range of security products initially

ponent being thoroughly checked and

began

tested before it can be released from

with

keyboard

integrated

smart card readers, which were com-

quality control.

plemented by standalone and PC-Card
readers – giving the customer the

Together with our wide range of solution

freedom

partners we provide the complete solution

to

choose

solution best for them.

the

hardware

to fulfill your exact security need.

Security Hardware for IT-Professionals
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 Datastrip – The
Global Choice for
Positive Identification
By Sue Coutin, Marketing Manager, Datastrip Ltd.

Datastrip is dedicated to providing high quality products and
services to its customers and their end-users.
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Datastrip ltd.

About Us
Datastrip is an innovative world leader

UK and provides sales and technical

in providing Personal Identification (ID)

support in Europe, Africa, Middle

& Verification technology. Together

East, Indian Sub Continent and Asia

with market leading biometric and IT

Pacific. From headquarters in Exton,

vendor partners, we provide unique

Pennsylvania Datastrip, Inc. manages

development tools, enhanced security,

product sales and technical support

and

to

in USA, Canada & Latin America.

customers – simply and cost effectively.

Datastrip Products, Inc. has respons

Datastrip is a privately held group of

ibility for all product development and

companies; Datastrip Limited operates

manufacturing and is based in Shelton,

from International headquarters in the

Connecticut.

more

robust

applications

Datastrip – The Global Choice for Positive Identification
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 Mobile Solutions

its quality driven design and manu-

Newer technologies are making it

facturing process and installed base,

possible to solve security issues with

Datastrip is the industry leader in

mobile identity verification systems

providing rugged, ergonomic, and

that enable identity checks to be car-

feature

ried out on the spot against the infor-

terminals. Datastrip’s diverse line of

mation stored on the card, even if a

handheld readers provide the flexibility

central database is not accessible.

and customization needed for specialized

rich

mobile

identification

applications and interoperability in
Datastrip is a leading provider of

existing systems for ease of deployment

biometric verification devices in today’s

into mainstream verticals such as law

mobile arena, enabling fast, accurate

enforcement,

identity verification across multiple

and commercial markets.

government,

markets and harsh environments; with
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Datastrip ltd.

military

The DSVII range of mobile readers

There are two important fringe benefits

have been specifically designed to read

to using mobile readers. First, on-site

contact and contactless smart cards,

identity verification will typically be

2D barcodes and OCR-B and therefore

faster than retrieving records from a

are ideally suited for the majority of ID

centralized database. Second, with

card and document based applications

the use of wireless technology, the

including;

same readers can be used to transmit

• ePassports;

the information such as a photograph

• Machine readable travel documents;

or biometric to a database so that a

• Driver’s licence;

suspect or individual can be verified

• National ID cards;

almost instantly. In this way, it will be

• Worker’s ID cards.

possible to quickly alert personnel at
security checkpoints, immigration or

Mobile readers can decode and display

police officers on the beat.

the digitized photograph and text stored
on the card or document without being

In addition to government and security,

connected to a back-end database

Datastrip also work in other application

and by adding biometric information

areas including finance, hospitality,

such as fingerprints they can perform

education and healthcare.

on-the-spot matches against stored
biometric

templates,

enabling

all

Datastrip is dedicated to providing

decoding functions to be performed

high quality products and services

quickly with the same unit.

to its customers and their end-users.
We differentiate ourselves from our

In

this

card

competitors by ensuring our tech-

essentially contains its own “data-

nologies are easily integrated, and

base,” and the readers are sufficiently

by

small and lightweight to be used

products and services available, we

while walking around. Security can

can offer the best customized ID

be maintained even under the most

solutions throughout the world.

difficult

scenario,

each

circumstances

ID

with

providing

the

highest

quality

no

need for an installed or stationary
ID system, laptop computer, or Internet
connection.

Datastrip – The Global Choice for Positive Identification
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 Compact Smart Card
USB Token Provides Top
IT Network Security
By Dr. Steffen Frischat, Group Vice President, Giesecke & Devrient GmbH

In today’s business world, it is crucial to maintain IT systems
with the necessary adaptability that responds to continually
changing infrastructures and processes while also ensuring
comprehensive, easy-to-monitor security in all areas.
Now, it is often the case that increased security requirements
can no longer be met by conventional systems.
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Giesecke & Devrient GmbH

In order to support mid-sized companies

StarSign Card Token represents the

facing this challenge, Giesecke &

unification of G&D’s smart card exper-

Devrient (G&D) has expanded its

tise with the existing USB industry

successful StarSign product family to

standard. The development of a USB

include a new authentication device:

single-chip solution, in which the

the StarSign Card Token, one of the

microchip can communicate directly

smallest USB tokens in the world.

with the computer’s USB interface, was

The StarSign Card Token combines

the cornerstone of this new product.

®

a USB interface with secure smart
card technology to offer economical

The new card token is a small, convenient-

and user-friendly authentication to IT

ly sized USB device that can be given an

systems. The USB token allows users

individualized look and be electronically

to clearly prove their identity inside IT

personalized. The StarSign Card Token

networks, via the standard USB interface

consists of two parts: firstly, a chip card

found on any computer. This eliminates

with a plug-in comparable to a SIM card

the need for card readers, which are

and secondly, a transparent hard plastic

typically required for authentication,

housing. Unlike conventional USB tokens,

as using smart cards helps to cut

the StarSign Card Token can also be

costs.

used for optical identification.

Compact Smart Card USB Token
Provides Top IT Network Security
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 For

as

a smart card printer with a special

eGovernment, G&D offers a complete

contact unit for USB interfaces and a

service, including logistics required

card management system. The card

for wide-scale rollout. G&D handles

management

both the personalization and delivery

the data for personalization, security

of the initialized tokens directly to

keys, and certificates that the system

individual users.

assigns to users.

For

online

corporate

such

administers

Individual layouts for optical personal-

allows

ization of the StarSign Card Token can

companies to personalize the tokens

be created with a graphics program

themselves,

and

of your choice. Through the use of a

electronically, with a high degree

Card Management System (CMS), the

of

do-it-yourself

personalization data, security keys,

solution comes with blank StarSign

and certificates provided by a cer-

Card Tokens, transparent casings,

tificate authority are assigned to an

and StarSign middleware, as well as

employee and conveniently managed.

a

applications,

system

G&D

provides
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that

optically

Giesecke & Devrient GmbH

The corresponding PIN letters are

It is suitable for securing Windows

generated and can be printed using

applications such as Win Log On and

any printer. Once personalized, the

MS Outlook® plus, as with all StarSign

StarSign Card Token can be assembled

authentication devices, it can also be

in just a few easy steps by any member

used for other security applications,

of staff. The card token can be used

e.g. single sign-on and hard drive

immediately via the USB interface

encryption.

without installing an additional reader.
This do-it-yourself bundle consists of the following components:
• StarSign Card Token blanks with plug-in and transparent plastic housing;
• StarSign middleware SafeSign;
• Chip card printer with a special contact unit for USB interfaces;
• Card Management System (CMS).

Compact Smart Card USB Token
Provides Top IT Network Security
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Staying informed of all the latest in silicon-based, security

Its magazine (SECURE – The Silicon Trust Report) and

solutions is no easy matter – and that’s where the Silicon Trust

whitepapers (SECURE – Application Reviews) help keep

comes in.

people in the security industry up-to-date on these latest

Its vision is to create an industry platform for silicon-based

product & technology trends.

security technology, embracing a unified approach to the
marketplace. It intends to become the number one reference

To get your free copy, all you have to do is fill out the form

for companies searching for the highest quality, certified

on page 9 or go to www.silicon-trust.com and complete

security solutions available across the entire spectrum

the online form. Your publication will be mailed to you from

of products and technologies.
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